News Release

Singtel unveils cutting edge Liquid Infrastructure platform
Platform showcases enterprise network of the future
Singapore, 10 October 2018 – Singtel today launched Liquid Infrastructure, a new generation
platform that helps enterprises configure their networks with ease to support their business
requirements with greater control and agility.
Designed to help enterprises execute their digital transformation, the fully orchestrated, data-driven
and highly agile platform integrates physical and virtual network services. Embedded with network
visibility and intelligence, Liquid Infrastructure allows enterprises to deploy network resources as and
when needed, helping companies save time, money and resources.
“With Liquid Infrastructure, Singtel revolutionises the way network services are delivered to enterprises,”
said Mr Goh Boon Huat, Vice President of Global Products at Singtel’s Group Enterprise. “We have
integrated software-based network services to this platform to provide a versatile, robust and scalable
solution that delivers critical network services where and when they are needed. By having the control
of connectivity in the hands of our customers, we facilitate their transformation to the digital era through
a superior and more agile network deployment and management experience.”
The platform integrates Singtel’s industry leading data network infrastructure with virtual network
services that seamlessly combines the strength of private and public wide area networking. Liquid
Infrastructure is designed for use in optimised cloud access, flexible bandwidth adjustment, virtual
network function, Internet of Things connectivity and fast remote site deployment.
To enable Liquid Infrastructure, Singtel has strategically upgraded its global IP network with increased
flexibility and software capabilities. Enterprises will be able to view network information, provision new
services and scale their network bandwidths through a single portal.
Liquid Infrastructure is available globally and integrated seamlessly with Singtel’s extensive assets
comprising of submarine cables, IP VPN network with 428 points of presence and global Internet
service in more than 200 countries.
Singtel’s software defined capabilities has received global recognitions through its wins in World
Communications Awards, Telco Cloud Forum Awards and the recent IDC Marketplace for Asia Pacific
Next-generation Telcos Awards. Liquid Infrastructure represents the next step in Singtel’s vision of
combining state-of-art software defined technologies, network analytics and intelligence to give its
customers a unique network solution.
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About Singtel
Singtel is Asia's leading communications technology group, providing a portfolio of services from nextgeneration communication, technology services to infotainment to both consumers and businesses.
For consumers, Singtel delivers a complete and integrated suite of services, including mobile,
broadband and TV. For businesses, Singtel offers a complementary array of workforce mobility
solutions, data hosting, cloud, network infrastructure, analytics and cyber-security capabilities. The
Group has presence in Asia, Australia and Africa and reaches over 700 million mobile customers in 21
countries. Its infrastructure and technology services for businesses span 21 countries, with more than
428 direct points of presence in 362 cities.
For more information, visit www.singtel.com.
Follow us on Twitter at www.twitter.com/SingtelNews.
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Annex
Key network features:
Actionable Network Intelligence
Liquid infrastructure is powered by data-driven insights gathered continuously from the network and
application layers. The telemetry data coupled with analytics will provide actionable and transparent
insights relating to performance, fault management, and applications usage.
Services On Demand
The cloud-centric architecture will allow enterprises to consume a rich eco-system of virtual services,
including the ability to manage the quality of connectivity to the public and private cloud.
Autonomous network
Enterprises can enjoy a network that responds autonomously to changing network requirements. Our
customers can deploy network on demand, diverting network resources where the bandwidth is most
needed depending on their specific needs and network traffic conditions.
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